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Free surfaces in glassy polymer films are known to induce surface mobile layers with enhanced
dynamics. Using molecular dynamics simulations of a bead-spring model, we study a wide variety of
layer-resolved structural and dynamical properties of polymer films equilibrated at a low temperature.
Surface enhancement on thermally induced particle hopping rates is found to terminate abruptly only
about 5 particle diameters from the free surface. In contrast, enhancement on the net motions of
particles measured at longer time scales penetrates at least 2 particle diameters deeper. The diverse
penetration depths show the existence of a peculiar sublayer, referred to as the inner-surface layer,
in which surface enhanced mobility is not caused by more frequent particle hops but instead by a
reduced dynamic heterogeneity associated with diminished hopping anti-correlations. Confinement
effects of the free surface thus provide a unique mechanism for varying the dynamic heterogeneity and
hopping correlations while keeping the hopping rate constant. Our results highlight the importance of
correlations among elementary motions to glassy slowdown and suggest that dynamic facilitation is
mediated via perturbations to the correlations rather than the rate of elementary motions. Published
by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5052659

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of glassy dynamics is a long-standing prob-
lem attracting intensive investigations.1–5 Confinement effects
on glassy thin films are widely studied in an attempt to pro-
vide additional insights.5–8 It has already been suggested,
based on polymer thin film experiments, that surface lay-
ers with enhanced dynamics dominate thin film confinement
effects.9,10 This is supported by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations11,12 and has been further established by more
recent film flow experiments.13–15 In particular, our exper-
iments on short-chain polymer thin films in Ref. 13 have
shown that a thin surface mobile layer exists on top of a
glassy bulk layer. The dynamics of the surface layer follow
an Arrhenius temperature dependence. This non-glassy nature
of the surface layer is consistent with that reported in earlier
experiments.16,17

A main motivation of the study by Keddie et al. on poly-
mer films was to cast light on the fundamental origins of glass.9

This has proved challenging due to complications including
substrate influences and possible long-range elastic couplings
by long polymer chains. Short-chain polymer films on sup-
posedly non-slipping and non-permanently pinning substrates
such as those used in Ref. 13 may thus provide the simplest
scenario. Nevertheless, the origin and the detailed properties
of the surface mobile layer are still controversial.18–22 For sim-
plicity, one often assumes simple layer models in which both
the surface mobile layer and the inner glassy layer have uni-
form properties separated by an abrupt boundary.9,10,13,23,24

a)Email: C.H.Lam@polyu.edu.hk

However, films are expected to have graded depth-dependent
properties25–27 as found in MD simulations.11,12,28–30

It is long known from MD simulations that perturbations
due to a free surface of a polymer film penetrate much deeper
for dynamical properties than for structural properties.11,12,30

However, different penetration depths for different dynamical
measurements of relevance would be unexpected and have not
been identified to our knowledge.

In this work, we perform large-scale MD simulations
of polymer films at equilibrium at an exceptionally low
temperature and a zero pressure using graphic processing unit
(GPU) based brute-force computing with individual runs exe-
cuted for 5 months. Comprehensive measurements on depth-
dependent structural and dynamical properties are performed.
Surface enhanced dynamics is exemplified, in particular, by
a higher particle hopping rate close to the surface. Unexpect-
edly, the surface enhancement on the hopping rate terminates
abruptly when going deeper into the film. This is similar for
other hop related dynamical measurements at short time scales.
In contrast, surface effects on other dynamical measurements
at longer time scales show much deeper penetrations. They
include particle mobility measured at longer time scales and
hopping event correlations quantifying dynamic heterogene-
ity. There thus exists a region in which the particle hopping
rate is bulk-like, but the particle mobility and dynamic hetero-
geneity are surface affected. This is a unique example in which
one can perturb certain dynamic quantities relevant to struc-
tural relaxations while maintaining other dynamic quantities
unchanged.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the model and the simulation methods. Sections III
and IV present the results on structural and dynamical
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properties, which motivate the definition of three sublayers of
the surface mobile layer. The detailed properties and possible
origins of the sublayers are discussed in Sec. V. Implications
of our findings on theoretical understanding of glass are dis-
cussed in Sec. VI. Finally, Sec. VII concludes the paper with
a summary and some further discussions.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS

Our simulations are based on the Kremer-Grest model of
bead-spring polymers widely used in the literature.11,12,29–38

We adopt the variant used in Ref. 38 in which polymer chains
possess heavier chain-tails so that all monomers have similar
mobilities. Specifically, we simulate polymer melts consisting
of chains which are 10 monomers long. This is well below the
entanglement chain length,39 and it thus models unentangled
short-chain polymers following Rouse dynamics.40 We refer
to the monomers as particles. Pairs of particles interact via
the Lennard Jones (LJ) potential 4ε

[
(σ/r)12 − (σ/r)6

]
with

an interaction cutoff distance Rc = 2 · 21/6σ ' 2.24σ beyond
which it becomes a constant. Besides short-range repulsion,
the potential implements longer-range attraction which is
essential for simulating polymer films with free surfaces.
Bonded particles are further bounded by a finitely extensi-
ble nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential − k

2 R2
0 ln

[
1 − (r/R0)2

]
,

where k = 30ε /σ2 and R0 = 1.5σ. We adopt dimensionless
LJ units which amounts to taking σ = ε = 1. Internal parti-
cles in each chain have a mass MI = 1. The heavier chain-tail
property amounts to assigning a larger mass MT = 4 to the
particles at both ends of each chain. This leads to an approx-
imately uniform mobility for all particles as indicated by par-
ticle mean squared displacements (MSDs). Throughout the
paper, we express lengths in unit of σ for clarity even though
σ ≡ 1.

Simulations are performed in a box of dimensions
L × L × ∞ with L = 24σ following periodic boundary con-
ditions in the x and y directions. We consider free-standing
polymer films each having 1200 chains leading to totally
12 000 particles. This provides free surfaces on both sides.
Centering the film at z = 0, the results presented for z ≥ 0, in
general, are averages over the ±z positions.

Our main results are measured from films fully equili-
brated at temperature T = 0.36, which is about the lowest
temperature for practical equilibrium simulation of the model
with existing computing technologies. The pressure is zero
since empty regions exist above and below the film. All simu-
lations are performed using the HOOMD software package41

under NVT conditions with a time step of 0.005. The chain
configurations in the films are initialized randomly and ther-
malized at T = 0.8 following standard techniques.32,34 They are
subsequently annealed at T = 0.5 and then repeatedly cooled
and annealed by temperature steps of ∆T = 0.02. Individual
cooling and annealing processes both involve 107 time steps.
At the final T = 0.36, each film is further annealed for 1010

time steps before data taking. This procedure has been found to
generate well-equilibrated polymer melts in bulk simulations
with particle MSD exceeding 5.0σ2.38 The equilibration takes
about 5 months using an nVidia GTX580 GPU.

We prepare 5 independent film samples using the proce-
dures above. For each sample, we perform 3 data collection
runs at T = 0.36 each of 8 × 107 time steps. To enhance the
statistics, these data collection runs are separated by further
annealing of 109 time steps during which data are not collected.
All our quantitative measurements are averaged over both sur-
faces in these 15 data collection runs. Errors are estimated
from fluctuations among the 5 independent film samples. The
computations involved in this study are to our knowledge the
most intensive ones for bead-spring polymer films reported in
the literature.

All our analyses are based on coarse-grained particle tra-
jectories ri(t) recorded during data collection runs. Here, each
value of ri(t) is a coarse-grained position of particle i defined
by

ri(t) = 〈 r0
i (t ′) 〉t′∈[t,t+∆tc], (1)

where r0
i (t) denotes its instantaneous position. The averaging

duration ∆tc = 5 is chosen to be well in between the typi-
cal particle vibrational oscillation period and the waiting time
between two consecutive hops of a particle. Therefore, ri(t)
nearly always points to a meta-stable particle position, rather
than somewhere interpolating between two meta-stable posi-
tions related by a hop. In each data collection run, we record
coarse-grained trajectories in the form of 2 × 104 snapshots
of coarse-grained positions ri(t) taken after every 4000 time
steps corresponding to a duration of τmin = 20.

III. STATIC STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

Figure 1 plots the particle density ρ of the film as a func-
tion of the non-planar coordinate z. It shows that ρ converges
to its bulk value at a very shallow depth from the free surface
as observed in previous studies.12,30 It is well fitted by30

ρ =
ρ0

2
erfc

(
z − h0
√

2σh

)
, (2)

which is appropriate for surfaces limited by surface tension,42

where erfc is the complementary error function. From the fit,
we find a bulk particle density ρ0 = 1.04, a half film thickness
h0 = 9.99σ, and a surface width σh = 0.248σ. Figure 1

FIG. 1. (a) Particle density ρ against coordinate z for free-standing films
centered at z = 0. The solid curve represents a fit to Eq. (2). The position
z = h0 ≡ 9.99σ, where σ ≡ 1, marks the average position of the film sur-
face, with h0 being the half film thickness. The surface mobile layer consists
of the inner-, mid-, and outer-surface layers, which are bounded below by
ha ≡ 2.0σ, hb ≡ 5.0σ, and hc ≡ 9.25σ, respectively.
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also shows the spatial density oscillations of a small ampli-
tude close to the surface. This corresponds to slight layering
effects and only occurs to our samples at very low T after long
annealing. These small modulations however appear to have
negligible impacts on other properties to be discussed.

To define further layer-resolved quantities, let Ωz be a
layer of particles in between z±∆z/2. In all following quantita-
tive measurements, we consider a layer thickness∆z = 0.5. For
any 3D position r, the projection onto the xy-plane is denoted
by r̃, and it is similar for other position vectors. The 2D local
particle density ρ̃(r̃) of layer Ωz at 2D position r̃ is then

ρ̃(r̃) =
∑
i∈Ωz

δ2(r̃ − r̃i), (3)

where δ2 denotes the 2D Dirac delta function. The 3D particle
density ρ shown in Fig. 1 relates to ρ̃ by ρ = 〈 ρ̃(r̃0)〉/∆z, where
the average is taken over all 2D positions r̃0.

The 2D pair distribution function of particles in layer Ωz

can now be defined as

g(r) =
〈 ρ̃(r̃0) ρ̃(r̃0 + r̃)〉

〈 ρ̃(r̃0)〉2
, (4)

where r = |r̃|, and averages are performed over 2D positions
r̃0. In practice, it is evaluated using the equivalent form43

g(r) =
1

πrL2〈 ρ̃(r̃0)〉2

〈 ∑
i,j∈Ωz
(i>j)

δ2(r̃ − |r̃i − r̃j |)

〉
. (5)

Figure 2 plots g(r) against r for various layer positions z. The
main peak at r ' σ is split into two subpeaks correspond-
ing to bonded and non-bonded nearest neighbors, while the
weaker peaks are due to further neighbors. Moreover, g(r̃)
for z . 9.25σ are practically independent of z, represent-
ing the bulk values. Deviations dramatically increase only for
z & 9.75σ (data not shown).

Therefore, both ρ and g(r) take their respective bulk-like
values except at very close to the free surface. Surface effects
on the structural measurements studied are significant only for
z ≥ hc ≡ h0 − 3σh = 9.25σ and we refer to the region as the
outer-surface layer (see Fig. 1).

FIG. 2. 2D pair distribution function of particles g(r) against 2D distance r
defined on the xy plane. All curves collapse apart from some slight deviations
for z = 9.25σ.

IV. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES
A. Displacement statistics

Let ∆ri be the displacement of particle i over a duration
τ at time t0 defined by

∆ri = | ri(t0 + τ) − ri(t0) |, (6)

which is a net displacement, in general, shorter than the dis-
tance traveled along the actual path. The particle MSD at layer
Ωz is then given by

MSD =
〈
∆r2

i

〉
i∈Ωz

, (7)

where the average is limited to particles in the layerΩz. Particle
i is deemed inside Ωz if its position ri(t0) at the initial time
t0 of the displacement is within the layer. Since we focus on
the small displacement regime, adopting other more stringent
criteria12 does not alter our results qualitatively, and this is
further discussed in the Appendix.

Figure 3(a) plots the measured MSD against the duration
τ for various layer positions z. The layer thickness used is
∆z = 0.5, but we have performed averaging over every two
neighboring layers to thin out the data for clarity. The results
are qualitatively similar to those in Ref. 12. For z . 2.5, the
MSD is approximately independent of z representing the bulk
values. In contrast, for z & 3.5σ, it increases dramatically with

FIG. 3. (a) Particle mean square displacement (MSD) against duration τ for z = 0.5σ, 1.5σ, . . . (from the bottom to top) where σ ≡ 1. The MSD increases
dramatically with z for z & 3.5σ indicating surface enhanced mobility. (b) MSD against coordinate z plotted using the same data as in (a).
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z, demonstrating surface enhanced dynamics. This also shows
that surface effects penetrate far beyond the outer-surface layer
and extend much deeper than those on the structural proper-
ties as observed previously.12 This is more clearly observed in
Fig. 3(b) which replots the MSD against z for various duration
τ. It is also evident that surface effects penetrate deeper as τ
increases.

We next study the probability distribution P(∆r) followed
by the displacement ∆ri, which is closely related to the Van
Hove self-correlation function.44 Figure 4(a) plots the com-
puted P(∆r) at z = 0.25σ deep in the bulk-like region for
various duration τ. The results are similar to those from the
bulk simulations of the same model in Ref. 38. Besides a main
peak, a secondary peak at∆r '0.9σ emerges as τ increases and
corresponds to particle hops. The activated nature of hopping
is evidenced by a dip in P(∆r) at ∆r ' 0.6σ.

Besides hops, let us refer to all other non-vibrational
motions mainly due to the accumulation of smaller displace-
ments as particle creep motions. At a small duration τ, a
displacement ∆r > 0.6σ thus usually results from a hop,
while ∆r < 0.6σ usually implies vibrations or creep motions.
From Fig. 4(a), as τ increases from 20 to 80, P(∆r) at
∆r ' 0.9σ increases considerably and indicates significant
hopping motions. The main peak however broadens only
slightly implying that creep motions are negligible.

Figure 4(b) shows another example of P(∆r) at z = 4.75σ
which admits some mild surface enhanced dynamics as indi-
cated by the MSD in Fig. 3(a). This choice of z will be more

FIG. 4. Probability distribution P(∆r) of particle displacement ∆r over dura-
tionτ at z = 0.25σ in the bulk-like layer (a) and at z = 4.75σ in the inner-surface
layer (b). In both cases, the main peak at z ' 0 corresponds to the particles
which have not hopped and its broadening at increasing τ is due to particle
creep motions. The secondary peak at z ' 0.9σ is due to particle hops. The
dip at z ' 0.6σ is adopted as the threshold of hopping.

apparent later. The results in Fig. 4(b) are similar to those
in Fig. 4(a), except that as τ increases from 20 to 80, the
broadening of the main peak is much more significant. This
indicates that the surface enhanced dynamics at z = 4.75σ are
contributed significantly by enhanced creep motions.

To better compare between the layers, Fig. 5 plots P(∆r)
at τ = 80 for various z. For z ≥ 5.5σ, P(∆r) is beyond the bulk
value for all∆r. At z = 4.5σ close to the onset of surface effects,
P(∆r) is slightly but distinctly beyond the bulk value for
∆r ' 0.3σ indicating broadening of the main peak. However, it
is indistinguishable from the bulk value at ∆r ' 0.9σ showing
no growth of the secondary peak. This hence shows that the
surface effects reach as deep as z = 4.5σ for creep motions
but not for hops. An explanation of this observation will be
discussed in Sec. V.

B. Particle hopping rates

We considered particle i as having hopped during a period
τ if its displacement ∆ri defined in Eq. (6) satisfies

∆ri ≥ 0.6σ (8)

following Ref. 38, where the threshold 0.6σ is the position of
the first dip in P(∆r) from Fig. 4(a). The net hopping rate R(τ)
can be defined as

R(τ) =
1
τ
〈 θ(∆ri − 0.6σ) 〉i∈Ωz

, (9)

where θ denotes the Heaviside step function. This provides
a net hopping rate because ∆ri defined in Eq. (6) is a
net displacement so that round trips, for example, do not
contribute.

Figure 6 shows the main result of this work which is a
plot of the computed R(τ) against z for various duration τ.
We have included only data satisfying τR(τ) ≤ 0.2, a typ-
ical constraint for simple rate measurement. We have also
checked that the displacement distribution P(∆r) correspond-
ing to each data point exhibits a clear secondary bump or peak
at 0.9σ so that particle hops indeed dominate. From Fig. 6,
R(τ) decreases dramatically with τ in general. Detailed exam-
inations of individual particle trajectories show that this is due

FIG. 5. Probability distribution P(∆r) of particle displacement∆r over a short
duration τ = 80. At z = 4.5σ, it begins to deviate noticeably from its bulk
value signifying the onset of surface enhanced motions. The deviation is pro-
portionately more prominent at ∆r ' 0.2σ than at 0.9σ, implying a stronger
enhancement on particle creep motions than on hops.
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FIG. 6. Particle net hopping rate R(τ) against coordinate z based on net dis-
placement over duration τ. Particle hopping rate R1 is identified as R(τmin),
where τmin = 20. Since R1 converges to its bulk value quite abruptly at z ' hb
≡ 5σ, surface effects on R1 do not reach the inner surface layer. In contrast,
R(τ) at larger τ converges only deeper into the film, indicating that their sur-
face effects penetrate into the inner surface layer as well. Error bars smaller
than the symbols are omitted.

to the abundance of back-and-forth hopping motions at low
T widely studied in the literature.38,45–52 Since R(τ) is a net
hopping rate not registering the back-and-forth parts of the
hops, at large τ, it underestimates the true hopping rate and is
instead a better indicator of particle mobility describing long-
time motions in the diffusive regime. Now, we approximate
the true hopping rate R1 using the net rate R(τ) at the smallest
studied τ, i.e.,

R1 = R(τmin), (10)

where τmin ≡ 20. Since τmin must also be much longer than the
duration of the course of a hop, called the instanton time,53 the
current value should already be about the smallest practical
one.

A main observation in this work is that R1 in Fig. 6 con-
verges rather abruptly to its bulk value exhibiting a surprisingly
wide plateau which begins to curve up only not far away from
the free surface. This is in contrast to the case of the MSD for
the same duration τmin shown in Fig. 3(b). Figure 6 also shows
that surface effects on R(τ) penetrate deeper as τ increases,
analogous to that revealed by the MSD.

Figure 7 shows on the same plot both the MSD and R(τ)
at τ being τmin ≡ 20 and τmax ≡ 20 400 normalized by the
respective bulk values. For τmin, it is clear that R1 ≡ R(τmin)
converges to its bulk value much more abruptly than the MSD.
For τmax related to particle mobility, the normalized MSD and
R(τmax) are close to each other. Fits of these quantities to an
exponential functional form will be explained in Sec. V.

From Fig. 7, since surface effects on R1 are small at
z < hb where hb = 5.0σ, we refer to the region hb ≤ z ≤ hc

as the mid-surface layer (see Fig. 1). This sublayer is charac-
terized by a surface enhanced R1 despite bulk-like structural
properties. Similarly, surface effects on R(τmax) are negligible
for z < ha where ha = 2.0σ and we define the inner-surface

FIG. 7. Layer-resolved quantity f (z) normalized with respect to the bulk value
f (0) against coordinate z. Quantities considered are the MSD and the particle
hopping rate R1 defined at short time τmin = 20 as well as the MSD and the
net hopping rate R(τmax) at long time τmax = 20 480. The solid lines show the
fitted curves using Eq. (17).

layer as the region ha ≤ z ≤ hb (see also Fig. 1). It is charac-
terized by a surface enhanced R(τmax) despite a bulk-like R1.
Note that a larger τmax may increase ha but should not affect
our conclusions qualitatively.

C. Dynamic heterogeneity

Particle motions in glassy systems are known to exhibit
strong spatial-temporal correlations in the form of dynamic

FIG. 8. Hopping events as illustrated by coarse-grained particle trajectories
during hopping in a typical film. A particle generates a hopping event if its
displacement during any time interval τmin = 20 is beyond 0.6σ. The diagram
shows all hopping events occurring over a period τ = 10 000. Color represents
the time at which the hop occurs relative to the duration τ, as indicated in
the legend. The high density of hopping events on both the upper and lower
surfaces of the free standing film illustrates enhanced surface mobility. Closer
to the center of the film, events are fewer and string-like motions and their
repetitions can be observed. Dynamic heterogeneity is also revealed from the
spatial distribution of these dynamical events.
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heterogeneity.54 The surface mobile layer is expected to
show reduced dynamic heterogeneity because of its Arrhenius
dynamics characteristic of non-glassy liquids.13 In this sec-
tion, we show qualitatively that surface effects reducing the
dynamic heterogeneity penetrate into the inner-surface layer.
Quantitative analysis will be presented in Sec. IV D.

Discretizing time by defining tk = kτmin. The displacement
∆rk

i of the particle i at time tk during τmin is defined by

∆rk
i = |ri(tk+1) − ri(tk)|, (11)

which is the short-time particular case of Eq. (6). Particle i
is considered as having hopped at time tk if ∆rk

i ≥ 0.6σ.
Figure 8 shows all hopping events in the film during 0 ≤ tk

< τ where τ = 10 000. Specifically, if particle i hops at time
tk , its trajectory during the hop is illustrated by a line seg-
ment joining ri(tk) and ri(tk+1). Non-hopping parts of the
trajectories are omitted. Trajectories are colored based on the
value tk /τ so that hops at similar times are shaded in similar
colors.

In Fig. 8, we observe that hopping events are much more
numerous close to the surface. This illustrates enhanced sur-
face mobility ultimately resulting from the reduced particle
coordination at the surface. Beneath the surfaces where indi-
vidual hopping events can be resolved, we observe many
string-like motions55 each corresponding to multiple particle
trajectories lining up to form a nearly continuous curve typ-
ically punctuated by tiny gaps. A closer look can also reveal
reversals and repetitions of strings corresponding to particle

FIG. 9. (a) Hopping events from Fig. 8 but limited only to the bulk-like and
inner-surface layers at |z| ≤ 5.0σ, both following the bulk-like hopping rate
R1. Events occurring over a period τ = 10 000 are shown. (b) The period is
extended to τ = 100 000 for the same polymer sample. A stronger dynamic
heterogeneity is observed closer to the center than at the margins of the region,
although the density of the hopping events is statistically uniform. This visu-
ally illustrates the co-existence of a z-independent average particle hopping
rate and a z-dependent dynamic heterogeneity. A similar but weaker trend
concerning the dynamic heterogeneity can also be observed in (a).

back-and-forth hopping motions, as indicated by one string
closely retracing another one.38

Enhanced mobility propagates into the film via string-like
motions originating from close to the free surfaces. The spa-
tial extent of string-like motions thus provides a minimum
length scale characterizing the depth variation of the particle
hopping rate. The density of hopping events in Fig. 8 is pro-
portional to R1 and decreases monotonically with |z|. Focusing
on the region in which R1 and the hopping event density have
converged to their bulk values, Fig. 9(a) replots the same hop-
ping events from Fig. 8 but limited to the inner-surface and
the bulk-like layers at |z| ≤ 5σ. Similarly, Fig. 9(b) shows
additional hopping events in the same region by extending
the imaged period to τ = 100 000. Dynamic heterogeneity is
readily observed and is depicted mainly as concentrations of
hopping events in between relatively empty regions. It can also
be observed via temporal correlations of the hops as revealed
by correlations in the colors of the trajectories. It is evident
from Fig. 9(b) that surface effects reducing the dynamic het-
erogeneity penetrate into the inner-surface layer. This is in

FIG. 10. 3D views of hopping events in individual layers from Fig. 9(b) each
of thickness σ. Stronger dynamic heterogeneity is observed at |z| ∈ [0, σ]
(middle layers) than at |z| ∈ [4σ, 5σ] (top and bottom layers), although the
numbers of hops nhop are similar as dictated by the uniform bulk-like hopping
rate R1.
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sharp contrast to R1 which exhibits no surface effect in this
layer. Similar trends are also barely discernible in Fig. 9(a)
despite stronger statistical fluctuations.

The hopping events in Fig. 9(b) are resolved into layers
according to the position ri(tk) at the beginning of a hop. Four
examples of these layers are shown in Fig. 10. The numbers
of hopping events nhop in the layers are also shown, which
are basically uniform apart from statistical fluctuations. We
observe stronger concentrations of events at z = ±0.5σ at the
film center. In contrast, events at z = ±4.5σ are clearly more
homogeneously distributed, indicating reduced heterogene-
ity. Surface effects on dynamic heterogeneity thus evidently
extend into the inner-surface layer.

D. Hopping event correlations

We now further analyze the dynamic heterogeneity quan-
titatively. We represent the location of a hopping event by the

FIG. 11. Hopping event pair distribution function gH (r, τ) for hops
occurring over a duration τ = 20 (a), 40 (b), and 20 480 (c). Hops
are defined based on displacements during a time τmin = 20. As z
increases, gH (r, τ) decreases, and this shows surface induced reduction
of dynamic heterogeneity. Surface effects have practically terminated at
z = 4.5σ in (a) and (b) but only at z = 2.5σ in (c).

mean position

rk
i =

1
2

(ri(tk) + ri(tk+1)). (12)

The 2D local hopping event density in layer Ωz during time τ
is given by

ρH (r̃, τ) =
τ/τmin∑

k=1

∑
i∈Ωz

θ(∆rk
i − 0.6σ) δ2(r̃ − r̃k

i ), (13)

where r̃k
i denotes the projection of rk

i on the xy-plane. Further-
more, the 2D pair distribution function of hopping events can
be defined, analogous to Eq. (4), by

gH (r, τ) =

〈
ρH (r̃0, τ)ρH (r̃0 + r̃, τ)

〉
〈
ρH (r̃0, τ)

〉2
, (14)

where r = |r̃| and the averages are over all 2D positions r̃0. It
is numerically evaluated using a form analogous to Eq. (5).

Figure 11(a) plots gH (r, τ) against r for τ = 20 (i.e.,
τmin). It involves only a single snapshot of hopping events, and
gH (r, τ) is simply a layer-resolved pair distribution function
of the most mobile particles. Peaks are observed at r ' 0.9σ,
1.7σ, etc., similar to previous studies for bulk systems.56 They
correspond to nearest, next nearest neighbors, etc., within
string-like motions. Figures 11(b) and 11(c) show gH (r, τ)
for τ = 40 and 20 480 (i.e., τmax) respectively. A prominent
main peak at r = 0 is also observed. It indicates abundance of
multiple hops at the same position at different times tk and are
mainly due to back-and-forth hopping motions.

We observe from Figs. 11(a)–11(c) that gH (r, τ) is reduced
close to the surface. Surface effects penetrate up to z ' 5.5σ
for τ = 20 and 40 but reach deeper to z ' 4.5σ for τ = τmax.
To establish this more clearly, we numerically evaluate an
integrated hopping event correlation defined by

GH (τ) = 2π
∫ 4σ

0
r

(
gH (r, τ) − 1

)
dr, (15)

motivated by gH (r, τ) = 1 as r → ∞. The results are plotted
in Fig. 12 which further show that surface effects penetrate

FIG. 12. Correlation GH (τ) for hopping events occurring over a duration τ.
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FIG. 13. Probabilities Pret and P2 (a) of returning and non-returning second hops and the corresponding rates Rret and R2 (b) against coordinate z. The hopping
rate R1 is also shown in (b).

deeper as τ increases. In Eq. (15), the integration upper bound
is taken as 4σ to include a large regime where gH (r, τ) � 1
for better statistics, but other values give qualitatively similar
results.

Particle back-and-forth motions have long been studied
in glassy systems38,45–52 and cause the main peak at r = 0
in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c). We now analyze them by generaliz-
ing the approach in Ref. 38 to layer-resolved measurements.
Specifically, after particle i in layer Ωz has hopped at time
tk , we define its further motion as a returning hop if it first
returns to within a distance 0.3σ from the original position
r(tk). Alternatively, the motion is defined as a non-returning
second hop, i.e., an escaping hop, if it first displaces again
elsewhere beyond a distance 0.6σ from the hopped position
r(tk+1). We monitor the particle up to time tk + 2 × 105 which
is long enough so that the subsequent motions can be catego-
rized in most cases. We hence calculate the probabilities Pret

and P2 that the particle first performs a returning or a non-
returning second hop, respectively. The results are shown in
Fig. 13(a). We observe that in the bulk-like layer, Pret ' 0.86
which is a very high value implying a surprisingly strong tem-
poral anti-correlation in the hopping of individual particles. In
the mobile layer, Pret decreases monotonically towards the free
surface. At the outer-surface layer, the much smaller value of
Pret ' 0.30 is consistent with simple uncorrelated motions as
is expected from the non-glassy nature of the surface layer.13

Note that the value 0.86 in the bulk is larger than 0.73 obtained
in Ref. 38 from bulk simulations because significantly more
detailed trajectories with positions recorded every period τmin

≡ 20 are used here so that most instances of back-and-forth
motions are captured in the analysis.

We next calculate the rates Rret and R2 of returning and
non-returning second hops using

Rret = R1Pret and R2 = R1P2, (16)

where R1 as defined in Eq. (10) can be interpreted as the rate of
the first hop, noting that every hopping event can be considered
as the first of a sequence of two hops. Since a non-returning
second hop is an essential step for a large displacement of a
particle, R2 is closer to the structural relaxation rate and is
a better characterization of the dynamics than R1 as already

demonstrated in Ref. 38. Figure 13(b) plots the measured val-
ues together with R1 from Fig. 6. It shows that both Rret and R2

admit surface enhancements. However, surface effects extend
to the inner-surface layer only for R2 but not noticeably for
Rret . This again illustrates the diverse penetration depths of
surface effects on different dynamical measurements and will
be further discussed in Sec. V.

V. ORIGINS OF THE OUTER-, MID-, AND
INNER-SURFACE LAYERS

We have defined three sublayers of the surface mobile
layer, which are color-shaded in plots of quantities against z in
Figs. 1, 3(b), 6, 7, 12, 13(a), 13(b), and 14 for easy comparison.
The outer-surface layer defined in Sec. III is characterized by
a reduced density ρ. We expect that the density reduction is
simply due to the surface roughness and particle arrangements
are already bulk-like right beneath the local position of the sur-
face. This is supported by the good fit of ρ in Eq. (2) motivated
by surfaces limited by surface tension.42 A further support is
from g(r) in Fig. 2 in which the positions of the two subpeaks
of the main peak coincide well with the energy minimized

FIG. 14. Layer-resolved quantity f (z) normalized with respect to the bulk
value f (0) against coordinate z. Quantities shown include the net hopping rate
R(τ) and the inverse correlation 1/GH (τ) at τmin ≡ 20 and τmax ≡ 20 480,
with R1 ≡ R(τmin). Also shown are the rates Rret and R2 of particle returning
and non-returning second hops.
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separations 0.96σ and 1.12σ of the bonded and non-bonded
pair potentials. The subpeak positions remain unchanged even
very close to the free surface. Structures are thus dominated by
nearest neighboring interactions and are not significantly per-
turbed by missing further neighbors, as next nearest neighbor
interactions are much weaker.

In Sec. IV, we have defined the mid-surface layer as the
region with a bulk-like ρ but an enhanced hopping rate R1.
These characteristic properties can be understood qualitatively
as follows: Particle motions at low temperature are dominated
by micro-string hopping motions.57 In each of these motions,
l participating particles arranged linearly hop simultaneously
to displace their adjacent neighbors within the micro-string.
Generalizing for convenience to include the l = 1 case, all
particle hops are considered as micro-string motions.53 They
constitute more general string-like motions55 each of which in
general comprises multiple non-simultaneous micro-strings.
Particle hopping motions in the form of micro-string motions
have been considered as elementary motions in the structural
relaxations of glassy systems,38,53,58 a view consistent with
potential energy landscape (PEL) and activation energy bar-
rier calculations.59 Simultaneous hops of multiple particles in
a micro-string can be favorable because the bonds between
neighboring moving particles need not be broken.

We suggest that the enhancement of the hopping rate R1

at the outer- and mid-surface layers is a simple consequence
of surface effects on the PEL. A missing neighbor of a micro-
string at the free surface in general alters the PEL and leads to a
lower hopping energy barrier. Micro-string motions concern-
ing at least one site at z & hc − σ thus admit reduced barriers.
Interpreting hc −σ − hb = 3.25σ as the maximum lateral extent
of micro-strings, only micro-strings located completely at
z & hb may be able to enjoy reduced barriers and thus an
enhanced R1. The lengths of strings follow an exponential
distribution with an average of about two particles long.60

Micro-strings are their constituents and are even shorter. A
maximum lateral extent of 3.25σ assumed above should be
reasonable.

From Fig. 7, the rather abrupt convergence of R1 to its bulk
value at z ' hb indicates that micro-string motions are very
localized events depending only on the immediate neighbor-
hood of the sites concerned. This implies that barriers based
on, for instance, elastic models61 with interactions typically
decaying as power-laws may not be applicable. In contrast, the
MSD at τmin shows a much more gradual convergence to the
bulk value. We suggest that this is because the MSD accounts
for not only hopping but also elastic distortions. Specifically,
when a particle hops, the structural perturbations can be rep-
resented by a force dipole which generates elastic distortions
decaying with distance in a power-law.62 This leads to creep
motions (see Sec. IV A) of neighboring particles. Closer to
the free surface, creep motions are more significant due to
the much more numerous hops. This picture is supported by
the observation from Fig. 4 that the displacement distribution
P(∆r) at the inner-surface layer differs from that in the bulk-
like layer mainly by having more creep motions rather than
hops as explained in Sec. IV A.

The inner-surface layer demonstrates that surface
effects admit different penetration depths even for different

dynamical measurements. The contrast in the penetration
depths for R1 and R(τmax) is already demonstrated in Fig. 7. As
further examples of hopping related dynamics measurements,
Fig. 14 replots R1 and R(τmax) together with 1/GH (τmin),
1/GH (τmax), Rret , and R2 after normalization by their bulk val-
ues. Note that Rret and R2 can be categorized as short- and
long-time measurements, respectively, based on the average
waiting times of the corresponding processes. From Fig. 14, it
is interesting to observe that the normalized quantities resem-
ble each other in the respective groups of short- and long-time
measurements. Moreover, one group differs from the other
mainly by a shift along the z axis. Therefore, surface effects
on all hopping related dynamical measurements studied in
this work show distinct penetration depths in the short- and
long-time regimes.

The normalized quantities in Fig. 7 are fitted to the
empirical form

f (z)
f (0)

= 1 + exp

(
z − z0

λM

)
. (17)

Here, λM is a characteristic width of the surface mobile layer
as probed by the quantity f (z) and z0 is the position at which
the surface effects become significant. The fits are good except
for the MSD at τmin as it only applies up to f (z)/f (0) . 3 com-
pared to about 10 for the other cases. The different behavior
of the MSD at τmin is expected to be due to elastic distortions
induced by hops at the surface as explained earlier. Focusing
on the hopping statistics, we get λM = 0.67σ and z0 = 6.4σ
for f (z) = R1, while λM = 0.95σ and z0 = 4.2σ for f (z)
= R(τmax). The difference between the two values of z0 hence
provides a more accurate estimate of 2.2σ for the thickness of
the inner-surface layer, which is consistent with the thickness
2.0σ adopted above. Other quantities shown in Fig. 14 can
also be well fitted to Eq. (17). Equation (17) can be rewritten
as f (z) = f (0) + f (0) exp((z − z0)/λM ). The two terms physi-
cally account for events intrinsic to the bulk and induced by
the free surface, respectively. The exponential decay may be a
consequence of the exponential distribution of the lengths of
the strings.60

The exponential form followed by R(τmax) in Eq. (17)
defines a mobility profile for long-time motions. It is expected
to be the cause of a related exponential profile followed by
the layer-resolved flow velocity under steady-state driven con-
ditions reported in Ref. 30. The characteristic decay width
λM = 0.95σ obtained above for R(τmax) indeed agrees very
well with the corresponding width of λM = 0.94σ for the flow
velocity profile from Ref. 30.

In the inner-surface layer, we thus observe the co-
existence of a bulk-like R1 with enhanced mobility. This
seemingly contradictory phenomenon can be better under-
stood based on the probabilities Pret and P2 of returning and
non-return second hops. From Fig. 13(a), a high value of Pret

is observed in the bulk-like layer, implying a significant slow-
down due to strong anti-correlations in the hopping motions. At
the inner-surface layer, Pret is comparatively lower indicating
reduced anti-correlations in particle hops and thus enhanced
mobility. This reduction of anti-correlations is also reflected
quantitatively in gH and GH as well as visually in the dynamic
heterogeneity. The enhanced mobility in the inner-surface
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layer hence results from diminished hopping anti-correlations
rather than more frequent hops.

VI. FACILITATION VIA DIMINISHING HOPPING
ANTI-CORRELATIONS

Widely studied theories of glass include the Adam-Gibbs
theory,63 mode-coupling theory,64 dynamic facilitation the-
ory,65–70 random first order transition theory,71 elastic mod-
els,61 and so on. We have already shown that anti-correlations
in hopping events are important in understanding surface
enhanced mobility. Theories emphasizing the importance of
correlations in elementary motions such as the facilitation
picture65–70 are most promising in describing our findings.

Dynamic facilitation often describes the phenomenon that
motions in a local region can initiate other subsequent motions
in a neighboring local region.3 As is visually evident from
Fig. 8, the abundant motions close to the free surface facil-
itate motions deeper in the film. For the inner-surface layer
where the hopping rate is already bulk-like, enhanced motions
result from facilitation by the extra motions in the mid-surface
layer. However, the facilitation does not increase the rate of
hopping motions in the inner-surface layer, which is essen-
tially fixed by the bulk-like PEL. Instead, it acts by suppress-
ing the anti-correlations between hopping events. Therefore,
according to our results, dynamic facilitation is in fact the
phenomenon that motions in a local region reduce the anti-
correlations between motions in a neighboring local region
and thus enhance structural relaxations.

Motivated by these findings, we have recently identified
a micro-string interaction process as the dynamic facilitation
mechanism consistent with the above requirements.38 An ana-
lytical study leads to a local random configuration tree theory
of glass70 which is illustrated by explicit calculations applied
to a distinguishable particle lattice model (DPLM).69 In this
picture, micro-string motions are initiated by quasi-voids, each
of which consists of neighboring free volumes transported in
whole by a micro-string motion.38 At low temperature, such
voids are predominately trapped by the PEL to within finite
regions in the configuration space, and this induces the strong
anti-correlations of the particle hopping motions. A micro-
string motion initiated by a void perturbs the PEL experienced
by other voids, which are then momentarily untrapped or, more
precisely, trapped differently. This thus breaks the hopping
anti-correlations without generating additional micro-string
motions as is required by observations in this work. At the
outer- and mid-surface layers, voids are more mobile due to
surface effects on the PEL. This provides the voids in the inner-
surface layer with a relatively free boundary condition at the
interface to the mid-surface layer. Additional void untrapping
events and enhanced dynamics thus result.

VII. DISCUSSIONS

In summary, polymer films with free surfaces are simu-
lated and analyzed in detail. We have studied structural prop-
erties, including density and particle pair distribution func-
tion, as well as dynamical properties, including mean square
displacement, displacement distribution, particle hopping rate,

long-time net hopping rate, hopping event pair distribution
function, and particle returning and non-returning hopping
probabilities and rates. Surface effects on particle hopping
rates are qualitatively different from those on mean square
displacement and terminate abruptly when going into the film.
Based on the penetration depths of surface effects on the
film density, hopping rate, and long-time net hopping rate,
we define the outer-, mid-, and inner-sublayers of the sur-
face mobile layer, respectively. The inner-surface layer shows
a bulk-like particle hopping rate but an enhanced mobil-
ity. The enhanced mobility results from reduced temporal
anti-correlations of particle hops associated with a reduced
dynamic heterogeneity. The observation suggests that dynamic
facilitation acts by diminishing the anti-correlations rather than
enhancing the rate of elementary motions.

We have reported results at T = 0.36, which is the lowest
temperature accessible for equilibrium simulations. Smaller
scale simulations at higher T and non-equilibrium simulations
at lower T indicate that as T decreases, the net hopping rate
R(τ) at the surface drops more mildly than in the bulk. Surface
enhancement of the mobility thus increases. The exponential
decay in Eq. (17) however admits a slightly reduced charac-
teristic width λM . Overall, the results are qualitatively similar
to those reported earlier, and there is only a weak T depen-
dence of the mobile layer thickness. In this work, we have
studied short-chain polymer melts in this work. However, we
expect that the diverse penetration depths of surface effects and
the peculiar properties of the inner-surface layer may also be
qualitatively applicable to other glassy systems with dynamics
dominated by particle hops. Further studies on these systems
will be of great interest.
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APPENDIX: LAYER RESOLUTION SCHEMES

When performing layer-resolved dynamical measure-
ments concerning the displacement ri(t0 + τ) − ri(t0) in
Eqs. (6) and (11), we assume that particle i is in layer Ωz

solely based on its initial position ri(t0) at the beginning of
the duration τ. This provides good statistics, consistency with
bulk values, and convenience in possible analytical calcula-
tions in the future. Since the final position ri(t0 + τ) may be
at a neighboring layer, this scheme in principle may provide
only limited sharpness in the layer-resolution. However, we
have checked that adopting two other more stringent layer-
resolution criteria does not alter our results qualitatively. A
main reason is that we focus mainly on hopping statistics and
onset of surface perturbations concerning in most cases rather
small displacements.

Specifically, we have also considered i in Ωz only if both
the initial and the final positions ri(t0) and ri(t0 + τ) are inΩz.
The resulting layer-resolved MSD is similar to that in Fig. 3(a).
Alternatively, we consider i inΩz only if ri(t) during the whole
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FIG. 15. Mean square displacement (MSD) similar to that shown in Fig. 3(a),
except for different layer-resolution criteria. Particles considered must be
inside layer Ωz at all time during the period τ.

period (i.e., t0 ≤ t < t0 + τ) is in Ωz, up to a time resolution
limited by our recorded trajectories. This is very similar to the
approach used in Ref. 12. The MSD thus obtained is shown in
Fig. 15. The statistics nevertheless deteriorate since the sample
sizes are much reduced. Yet, compared with that in Fig. 3, the
values are similar when the MSD is small. More importantly,
the penetration depths of the surface effects are similar.

Adopting again the condition that both the initial and the
final positions must be in Ωz, we have also calculated the net
particle hopping rate R(τ) and the hopping event correlation
GH (τ). Both sets of results are qualitatively similar to those
in Figs. 6 and 12, respectively, and the validity of the simple
layer-resolving algorithm adopted in the main text is readily
verified.
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